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At standard conditions DNA adopts the right-handed B
form with about ten base pairs bps per turn.1 In solutions,
several factors can affect its stability and induce a change in
DNA structure from B to Z form specific ions, temperature,
dehydrating solvents, osmotic pressure, pH, etc.. In dense
assemblies, DNA structural transitions can also be triggered
by DNA-DNA intermolecular interactions B-A transition in
DNA crystals at low humidity2 and B-Z transition in NiII-
induced DNA condensation3. The B-Z transition for DNA
with alternating CG bps occurs at a high concentration of salt
n0, 2.5M of NaCl.4–6 This happens in a cooperative
manner,
4
reminiscent of DNA melting transition.7,8 Experi-
ments have shown that the free-energy difference between Z-
and B-DNA, EZ−EB, decreases almost linearly with lnn0,
for n0 between 1M and 5M.5 This quantity is the major focus
of the present paper. Z-DNA is a left-handed zigzaglike he-
lix, it is thinner than B-DNA, its pitch with 12 bps is larger,
and the width of the minor groove is smaller than those for B
form.9 Below, we incorporate these details of molecular
structure in our electrostatic model.
Several explanations of B-Z transition exist. The most
known one suggests that as the phosphates on Z-DNA are
closer than on B-DNA, the Z form should be more stable at
high salt when the repulsion of phosphates is screened better.
Another explanation is based on the economy of hydration of
DNA phosphates hydrated better than DNA bases or sug-
ars: at high water activity the phosphates are hydrated indi-
vidually favoring the B form, whereas with the addition of
salt a collective hydration of phosphates can occur.10 That
induces a bridging of adjacent phosphates by water and
changes the conformation from B to Z where phosphates are
indeed closer. A better solvation of Z-DNA and higher coun-
terion concentration in its vicinity compared to those of
B-DNA were also suggested as Z-DNA-stabilizing factors.11
As DNA is a highly charged molecule, several polyelec-
trolyte models of the B-Z transition were developed. Some of
them have modeled DNAs as uniformly charged rods,12,13
and have shown that Z-DNA stabilizes at high salt because of
its higher surface charge density, as compared to B-DNA.13
The computed slope of EZ−EB as a function of n0 was how-
ever an order of magnitude smaller than in experiments.5
Other electrostatic theories do include fine details of DNA
structure, its helical charge motif, different accessibility of
DNA surface for ions,14–18 as well as the effects of ion-ion
19
and ion-phosphate correlations. For instance, it has been
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dramatically on the radius of ions in the solution.19 Some of
these models give a good agreement with experimental data,
but they contain adjustable parameters and questionable as-
sumptions. Also, a superposition of many different effects in
these models does not provide a clear physical picture.
ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY
Below, we treat the effect of DNA helicity on the B to Z
transition. We consider only the salt-dependent electrostatic
energy term for DNA helices and neglect nonelectrostatic
contributions water hydration, steric correlations, etc.. We
use the electrostatic energy of charged spirals for a descrip-
tion of the energetics of the B-Z DNA transition. We model
DNA phosphates as two coaxial infinitely thin negatively
charged spirals with a proper linear charge density, which are
mutually shifted by the distance d along their common axis.
This two-spiral model should give a more realistic descrip-
tion of DNA electrostatics than the featureless cylinder used
before.12,13 We expect that such a model of continuous spi-
rals should catch the effect of DNA helicity. For clarity, we
do not consider here the effect of counterions condensed on
DNA.20
The electrostatic energy Eel and potential of this double-
spiral charge distribution has recently been calculated within
the linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory.21 The linearity of equa-
tions has allowed us to treat helicity effects analytically. This
calculation has shown that the potential in DNA minor
groove is lower that in the major groove because of the
closer proximity of charge strands. The energy Eel is the sum
of the energy of a uniformly charged rod Erod and corrections
to it coming from the charge helicity. Per DNA bp one can
get21
Eel =
422a22b

 K0a
aK1a
+ 2
n=1

1 + cos2nd/HKnna
naKn+1na + Kn−1na
 . 1
Here  is the mean DNA surface charge density for
B-DNA B	16.6 C/cm2 and for Z-DNA Z
	20.4 C/cm2, a is the radius of the spiral aB	9 Å,

aZ	6.8 Å Ref. 22, b is the distance between closest unit
charges along the DNA axis bB	1.7 Å, bZ	1.83 Å, H is
the DNA helical pitch HB	34 Å, HZ	44 Å, d is the
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n
−1
= 2+n22 /H2−1/2 are the modified screening lengths
which account for the screening in solution with the length
−1= 8lBn0−1/2 and for helix-related screening, lB
=e0
2 / kBT is the Bjerrum length,  is the water dielectric
constant, and Knx are the modified Bessel functions of nth
order.23
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We plug these structural parameters of B- and Z-DNAs
into Eq. 1 and plot in Fig. 1 the difference of their electro-
static energy, together with the experimental data of Pohl.5
Our results show that Z-DNA is stabilized at high n0 and the
slope of EZn0−EBn0 is very close to the experimental one
small dots are taken from Fig. 1b in Ref. 5. We obtain the
result that B-DNA is more stable at intermediate n0, in agree-
ment with Ref. 12. In Fig. 1 we also plot the results for dZ
=10 Å and 5 Å to get a feeling of the effect of the DNAs’
groove width. We obtain that the slope of EZ−EB increases
as dZ becomes smaller i.e., when Z-DNA strands become
closer across the minor groove. If DNAs were considered as
uniformly charged rods12 the first term in Eq. 1, Z-DNA
also gets stabilized at high n0 curve iii in Fig. 1. This term
is the same as one gets by the rod charging procedure pre-
sented in Ref. 12. However, the effect of salt on such rodlike
“DNA” is much weaker than that in experiments:5 it is an
0.05kBT /bp energy decrease for n0 which increases from
1M to 5M.13 This reveals the crucial role of DNA charge
helicity explored in the present paper for description of DNA
electrostatic stability at high salt.
The value of  in Eq. 1 was assumed to be independent
of n0. However, for a NaCl solution  goes down consider-
ably for large salt amounts.25 If one accounts for this, Erod
increases as compared to the =80 situation and the results
for EZn0−EBn0 start to disagree with experimental data
Fig. 1. A reduced stability of Z-DNA with a decrease of 
was also obtained in computer simulations.14 One possible
FIG. 1. Electrostatic energy difference of B- and Z-DNA as a function of n0
for dZ=15.3 Å bold solid, 10 Å ii 5 Å i, and for uniformly charged
rods iii. For the dashed-dotted curve n0 dependence Ref. 25 is taken
into account for the energy of the helices. The dots are the data of Pohl Ref.
5; large dots are the same data but just shifted to improve comparing with
our results. Curve iv is obtained in Ref. 12 from the nonlinear Poisson-
Boltzmann theory for uniformly charged DNA rods with aB=10 Å and aZ
=8.5 Å.explanation for this is a twofold role of . Namely, a de-
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charge. DNA can become more neutralized by condensed
counterions due to their stronger interaction with DNA phos-
phates electrostatic interactions grow as  goes down.
The present model is applicable basically for nonspecific
ion-DNA interactions. However, several cations e.g., diva-
lent transition metals,27 spermine, and cobalt hexammine28
are known to adsorb specifically into the DNA major
groove29 and trigger B-Z transition for polydG-C.27 Typi-
cal concentrations required for this are in the millimeter
range, i.e., much smaller than those required for NaCl-
induced high-salt B-Z transition. The driving force for such
low-salt transition is likely a better accessibility of the major
groove adsorption sites on Z-than on B-DNA one of the
strongest sites is N7 of guanine. This mechanism of B-Z
transition may also govern sequence-dependent DNA con-
densation in the presence of transition metal cations.3,34
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